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WATER RESTRICTIONS????

NOISY
NEIGHBORS

As we all know
we have had a really
wet winter. Our well
here in Leavitt Lake
has maintained it’s
static level. (The level
of the water when
the pump is not running).
However, the
state says that water
conservation needs to
become a way of life.
And since there are
still regions in California that are still experiencing the
drought, we must
continue to follow
their regulations

which have been reduced.
So we must
abide by what the
state says. There will
still be no water on
hard surfaces ( the
driveways, sidewalks,
gutters or in the road)
You still cannot water
for 48 hours after a
substantial rain, and
you cannot water in
the heat of the day or
waste water.

cies” unless the usage
gets to be too high,
then we may have to
revert to certain watering days. If everyone
will just use common
sense, we shouldn’t
have a problem.
Please remember that you do not
need to water your
lawns for hours in the
same place.

Leavitt Lake
will NOT have certain
watering days, but
will enforce “the no
wasting water poli-

but don’t want to haul
it off, then you must
store it in your back
yards where neighbors
cannot see it.
With all the

If you have
music going, make
sure that it isn’t so
loud that it disturbs
your neighbors. And
if you have dogs that
bark, please either
bring them inside or
see why they are
barking and quiet
them down.
Be Nice To Your
Neighbors

SPRING CLEANING
Spring is finally
here! It is time to start
cleaning up around
our homes. If you
have any debris piled
in your front yards,

We have been
receiving noise complaints. Complaints
about loud music and
barking dogs.

rain/snow we have had
we will also have lots
of weed growth.
Please keep the weeds
down to lower the potential for fire later on.

